Get started writing a Data Management and Sharing Plan (DMSP)

The DMPTool is an online system that helps you create data management plans in accordance with NIH guidelines.

Optionally use the DMPTool (create an account and log in).

Getting Access
To log in to the tool, go to DMPTool.org and log in by (1) clicking Sign In, and (2) selecting the institutional log in option as shown below. You can then log in with your NetID.

Sample Templates:

Generic Sample DMSP Template provided by the NIH
This DMSP template is provided by Arcus for the benefit of the research community. This sample of a vetted DMPs from a successful proposal is provided by NIH.

Please do not copy text from these DMPs verbatim into your own DMP.

Sample DMSP Template for Arcus Data Use
We have created an example of a DMSP template for use with Arcus data.